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The problem of contemporary process of mod-
ernization of Russian education is discovered in the 
article, where new quality of a graduate of a con-
temporary school comes to the fore – meta-object 
competence. In а frame of reference of meta-object 
of contemporary education it is necessary to form 
new didactic principles of its organization.

The process of education is traditionally cre-
ated in the sphere of actual development taking into 
account operable processed linkage and quality of a 
fi nal result. Model of modern education is directed 
to global both a process and technologies of educa-
tion where means and forms are determined with 
meta-object of new knowledge. 

Didactic principles that our soviet pedagogic 
was based on through long decades ( as follows de-
monstrativeness, consciousness and activity, avail-
ability, scientifi c character, individual attention to 
students in conditions of collective work, consisten-
cy and consecution, stability in knowledge achieve-
ment, skills and abilities, combine the theory with 
the practice etc.) have practically run their course, 
especially under the conditions of implantation of 
new education standards and creation of new edu-
cation content. 

It is important to take into account some gen-
eral and partial didactic principles:

Principle of humanity – unity of generally cul-
tural, social and moral and intellectual development 
of a personality adopting collective origin in civil 
society development.

Principle of culture succession – comprehen-
sion of deep meaning of folk artistic culture that 
makes fundamental principle of preservation and 
development of statehood. 

Principle of culture congruity – unity of culture, 
traditions and experience of creative work under the 
conditions of world culture comprehension. 

Principle of nature congruity – backstop on in-
dividual abilities and peculiarities of a personality 
developing in laws of kindness and beauty. 

Principle of social partnership – equality of 
participants, respect of positions, consideration of 
perspectives and needs of participants of coopera-
tion and interaction. 

Principle of individual and creative self – ac-
tualization – phenomenon of creative translation of 
system of values into scientifi c and research, practi-
cal and art l activity. 

Principal of purposeful cooperation and joint 
creative work – interaction in a dialogue which is 

focused on formation of new styles of scientifi c, 
creative and social mentality. 

Principle of differentiation and integration – 
comprehension of process and results of activity on 
the basis of continuity and unity of interrelation of 
the general, the partial and the entire. 

Principle of diagnostics – testability of actions 
results using parametric and nonparametric meth-
ods of mathematical statistics. Principle of unity of 
fundamental nature and career guidance of educa-
tional process – connection of education with eve-
ryday life, science and culture, theory with practice, 
individual needs with social necessity. 

These principles are taken as a basis of a new 
conception of new education didactics in reference 
with new pedagogical technologies, forms and con-
tent of modern system of education. 

Principles of modern didactics became scien-
tifi c-practical norm and law for education system 
only under the conditions of new pedagogical re-
quirements functioning which can develop specifi c-
ity, the general and the partial as in the context of 
material and technical fi tting out as in the context of 
formation of new structure of its content. 

Given didactic principles discover clear con-
nections of the most important meta – objective 
knowledge in social and professional achievement 
of personhood with civil responsibility for his or her 
life, life of the country and destiny of ancestors.

These connections are associated with a teacher 
as a repository of world view who remake folk, cre-
ative and scientifi c experience into the pupils stu-
dents’ knowledge system according to the scheme:

Ethno – «I» (I – ethnic) – Ethno – «We» (I – so-
cial) – Ethno – «Knowledge» (I – pedagogical) – 
Ethno- «Culture» (I – cultural). 
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Nowadays when we speak of innovative pro-
cesses in high school, we often think of concepts, 
programmes, technologies. Such is a standard term 
set. It should alert us as an experiment transforms 
into a goal itself within institutions of gigher educa-
tion. And position of students in such institutions, 
their level of training and civility can stay relatively 
low. Perhaps the problem is that, in effort to imple-
ment innovations, we have not formulated main 
value orientations of educational training of students. 

Changes that have conditioned the necessity 
for every civilian to accept his responsibility for his 
own destiny leads to a gradual affi rmation of a new 
system of value orientations in social consciousness. 
Young people who enter life do not always accept 
values of free democratic society. Hereby a process 
of value self-defi nition within an institution of higher 
education becomes signifi cant as well as establish-
ing a system of value orientations that is especially 
necessary for successful realization of future profes-
sional activity within a system «person-person».

Pedagogic realization of these values must be 
aimed for improvement in general culture of a stu-
dent, its familiarization with national and univer-
sal values. It requires cultural direction in higher 
education. Especially when we see that the «ozone 
layer» of culture now in our society becomes thin, 
and spirituality, general level of culture falls while 
the whole volume of information increase. Organi-
zation of educational and training process of devel-
oping moral-value orientations of students in terms 
of etno-regional system implies: 

o Theoretical basics that study a multiplicity of 
scientifi c concepts and defi ne essential characteris-
tics of a person;

o Methodological basics that unite the system 
of scientifi cally-based approaches to organizing 
educational and training process;

o Didactic basics that reveal structures of edu-
cational and training processes as a totality of mu-
tual means of education on general and professional 
subjects.

Specifi c contents of main categories of moral 
values and their character suffer signifi cant altera-
tions within a world of culture, spiritual life of a per-
son. «My culture is a spirit of nation that I belong to, 
a spirit that leaves its sign on my highest thoughts as 
well as on the simplest gestures of my everyday exist-
ence» (Thierry de Montbrial). A student’s personality 
is studied as a fl exible autonomy of value orientations 
that are displayed in process of perception and appre-
hension of suggestions, terms, demands, given by the 
society, and development of moral-value orientations 
is a process, within which a student integrates the soci-
ety, obtaining knowledge, mastering values and skills 
of adequate behavior; solves the problem of develop-
ing realized, correct attitude towards ethnic an social 
roots; makes his own individual preferences in world-
perception and world-apprehension. 

It is necessary to study moral-value orientations as 
a behavior standard that represents a totality of quali-
ties that provide for a positive perception of sensible 
and evaluated artefacts in its correspondence with text 
ideal and personal experience in area of moral con-
sciousness. Accounting of how a student self-defi nes 
in moral-value environment, masters processes of his 
own value-educational activity allowed us to defi ne 
the following directions of work in this area:

o Organization of training and education in ac-
cordance with modern economic, political, and so-
cial realities of a region;

o Improvement of main peculiarities of mod-
ern educational system via implementation of value 
approach toward solution of professional and life 
situations;

o Studying traditional and modern philosophic, 
pedagogic, and moral ideas on language and culture 
as basic elements in setting a goal in education;

o Development of moral-value orientations 
among students of regional technical institution of 
higher professional education via teaching profes-
sional subjects through apprehension of value na-
ture of culture and morality by a student, as they 
represent both forms of fi xation of such knowledge 
within a person and source of its mastering;

o Optimization of effi ciency in educational-
training process through student’s interest in results 
of their education.

A modern tutor of an institution of higher techni-
cal education must know of many ways that can help 
him to achieve his goals. During the search for value 
orientations in student’s training, its harmonization, 
and education update concepts of a person, a stu-
dent, spirituality, scholarship, individuality, national 
and universal culture, health, choice, responsibility, 
variability, tolerance become the most common ones. 
It is important that all these categories are fi xed in 
pedagogic mind of a tutor, defi ning his professional 
culture and contents of his everyday labor. 
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